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ABSTRACT
The experimental friction factor and Nusselt number data through a square twisted duct have been presented. Experiments were
conducted for air as a working fluid with uniform wall flux boundary condition. The thermohydraulic performance has been
evaluated. Reynolds number varies from 100 – 3,000. The major findings of this experimental investigation are that the square

Twist ratio of 1.50 with LR 1.0 shows higher heat transfer and pressure drop compared to other ducts.
Keywords: Swirl flow, twisted square duct, short length, friction factor, thermal enhancement efficiency.
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straight square duct for laminar flow. The results show considerable increase in heat transfer and pressure drop in laminar region.
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twisted duct of different twist ratio TR (y/W = 1.50 and 2.63) and length ratio LR (Ls/Lf = 1.0, 0.75 and 0.60) perform better than the
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1. INTRODUCTION
In 21st century most of industrial applications encountered with laminar flow heat transfer. Enhancement of heat transfer is of two
types, active and passive and both the techniques are mainly dependent on the mode of heat transfer. Principle of passive
enhancement technique required no external power and twisted duct works on it. Most important way of heat transfer enhancement
is to create vortex/swirl in the flow. In ducts and pipes, heat transfer augmentation by means of secondary flow is obtained either by
means of an insert (turbulator) in a straight duct or by using a twisted duct.
The geometry of full length square twisted duct and short length square twisted duct is shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b). Twisted
duct pitches are the dimensionless geometric parameters which influence the heat transfer and friction characteristics. By inserting
any tape inside a duct increase cost, so the flow duct is to be twist is a good idea which reducing cost and also increase heat transfer
rate. Sajadi et al. [1] investigated heat transfer and flow resistance of oil flow in alternating elliptical axis tubes experimentally and
also numerically. The experimental and numerical results showed that the alternating axis tube performed better compared to
circular and flatted ones and increased the heat transfer rate. Xiangi et al. [2] investigated heat transfer and pressure drop
performances of twisted oval tube have been studied experimentally and numerically and the result shows that with an increasing of
pressure drop heat transfer process can be enhanced. The effects of geometrical parameters like a/b and P on the performance of
twisted oval tubes are also studied. S. Rainieri et al. [3] experimentally found that the effect of the wall curvature alone brings heat
transfer enhancement over the straight smooth wall tube against pressure drop penalties augmentation while for the helical coiled
wall corrugated tubes an heat transfer augmentation over the straight smooth wall behaviour of up to 25 was registered against a
maximum friction factor increase of 2.5. The outcomes suggest that the compound use of wall curvature and wall corrugation can
offer an interesting solution in the design of helical-coil heat exchangers. Saha and co-workers [4–8] have studied experimentally
laminar flow through square and rectangular ducts having twisted tapes with oblique teeth, axial corrugations, transverse ribs and
wire coil inserts. Hasim et al. [9] and Zimparov et al. [10] have contributed on combined heat transfer enhancement techniques. Saha
[11] has presented has worked on axial corrugations and twisted-tape having centre clearance and obtained promising results.
It has been observed from the literature that the various length square twisted ducts have not been studied in the past. The swirl
flow may enhance fluid mixing with increased heat and momentum diffusion. In this paper, therefore, experimental heat transfer and
pressure drop results of effect of square twisted duct are presented.

2. METHODOLOGY
The heat transfer and pressure drop measurements were taken in a 19.0 mm ID, 22.0 mm OD and 2.0 m long square twisted brass
duct. Fig. 2 shows the experimental rig. The test section was electrically heated by nichrome heater wire giving uniform wall heat flux
© 2019 Discovery Publication. All Rights Reserved. www.discoveryjournals.org
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Figure 1(a) Full length (Lf) square twisted duct, (b) short length (Ls) square twisted duct
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boundary condition. Nichrome heater wire was having porcelain bead insulation on it. There was no direct contact of the Nichrome
heater wire with the duct wall. First, there was fiber glass tape insulation (electrical but not thermal) on the duct wall. Then the
porcelain-bead covered Nichrome heater wire was wrapped on the duct wall. Two consecutive turns of the heater wire seated side
by side touching each other. The thermal conductivity of the duct wall material was high enough and the duct wall thickness was
sufficient to ensure uniform wall heat flux. Asbestos rope and glass wool insulated the heat transfer test section after the heater wire.
Finally the test section was covered with jute bag for further thermal insulation. Velocity was measured by flow meter. Pressure
drops were measured by vertical mercury manometer. The local enhancement due to twisted duct quickly dissipates due to
boundary layer mixing dissipation downstream of the tape. Therefore, heat transfer test section outer wall temperatures were
measured at seven axial locations (each axial station had two thermocouples) by copper-constantan thermocouples and digital
multi-meter. Similar results have been observed for all cases irrespective of Reynolds number. The peripheral wall temperature
variation is due to buoyancy, and tape-induced swirl.

Figure 2 Experimental test rig

3. DATA REDUCTION
Considering the air flow in the channel with heat transfer, the mathematical model applied is composed of the conservation
equations of mass, momentum and energy for incompressible flow in three dimensions.
The Reynolds number of air flow in the duct is calculated from,
𝑉𝐷ℎ

𝑅𝑒 =

𝜈

=

𝜌𝑉𝐷ℎ

(i)

𝜇

Steady state values of the plate and air temperatures in the duct at various locations were used to determine the values of useful
parameters, namely heat supplied to the air “Qu” and heat transfer coefficient “h” calculated as:
(ii)

𝑄𝑢 = 𝑚̇𝐶𝑝 (𝑇𝑎𝑜 − 𝑇𝑎𝑖 )
ℎ=

𝑄𝑢

(iii)

𝐴𝑝 (𝑇𝑝 −𝑇𝑓 )

The convective heat transfer coefficient is then used to obtain Nusselt number, Nu, as,
𝑁𝑢 =

ℎ𝐷ℎ

(iv)

𝑘

2(∆𝑃)𝐷ℎ

(v)

4𝜌𝐿𝑉 2
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The friction factor is determined from the measured values of pressure drop (∆P), across the test section length.

Or
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2(∆P)ρDh

(vi)

4LG2

Where, G = m⁄WH is the mass velocity of air.
To evaluate the effect of heat transfer enhancement under given pumping power, the formula of performance evaluation criteria is
employed as

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =

𝑁𝑢⁄𝑁𝑢𝑜

(vii)

(𝑓⁄𝑓𝑜 )0.33

4. RESULTS
The results obtained from experiments on heat transfer and friction factor characteristics in the plain square duct are verified in
terms of Nusselt number and friction factor. The Nusselt number and friction factor obtained from the present plain square duct are
compared with those from the proposed correlations by Dittus and Boelter [2] for The Nusselt number and proposed correlation by
Blasius [2] for the friction factor. From Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) are nice agreement with the results from the proposed correlations [2].
Dittus and Boelter correlation [2],
(viii)

𝑁𝑢 = 0.023𝑅𝑒 0.8 𝑃𝑟 0.3
Blasius correlation [2],

(ix)

𝑓 = 0.448 𝑅𝑒 −0.275

Fig. 4(a) shows the variation of Nusselt numbers with Reynolds number for different TR and LR. It can be seen that spring tape
can significantly enhance heat transfer. The Nusselt number increases with the increase of Reynolds number reflecting the increase
of convective heat transfer. Twist ratio of 1.50 with LR 1.0 shows highest heat transfer while the base case has the lowest heat
transfer. Fig. 4(b) shows the relation of Nu/Nu0 with Reynolds number. It the ratios of the heat transfer in square twisted duct with
straight square duct. Compared to straight square duct, heat transfer enhancement is observed in square twisted duct. All the values
are almost more than unity thought the varied Reynolds number range. This enhancement is due to secondary flow induced by the
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twisted duct, which promotes radial mixing of bulk flow with near-wall flow.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 3 Verification of (a) Nusselt number and (b) friction factor for plain square duct
Friction factor results are presented in Fig. 5(a). It is seen from Fig. 5(a) that as the Reynolds number is increased, the friction
factor decreases constantly. After a certain Reynolds number, the friction factor starts decreasing at a slower rate. TR 2.63 with LR 1.0
shows maximum pressure penalty over the varied Reynolds number. Fig. 5(b) shows that the ratio of friction factor of twisted square
duct to plain square duct. It shows a high up to Re = 1000 and then decreasing at the downstream end. But, the value is always
greater than unity; that means the pressure drop in square twisted duct is more than a plain square duct.
Fig. 6(a) shows dimensionless temperature plot with Reynolds number. From the figure one can see that the value is almost more
than unity over the varied Reynolds number range. This means that at outlet desire temperature is achieved which is good for a heat
exchanger. Fig. 6(b) shows the curve of the thermo-hydraulic performance parameter (Ƞ). By doing the entire experimental
investigation on square twisted duct of different twist ratio and length ratio it was found efficient from the energy point of view and
enhancement efficiency was found almost greater than the unity. The TR = 1.50 with LR 1.0 is much dominant than the other ducts.
The enhancement efficiency almost above unity indicated that the effect of heat transfer enhancement due to the twisted duct was
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more dominant than the effect of rising friction and vice versa.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 4 (a) Variation of Nusselt number with Reynolds number for different square twisted duct, (b) Variation of Nu/Nu0 with
Reynolds number for different square twisted duct

(b)
Figure 5(a) Variation of friction factor with Reynolds number for different square twisted duct, (b) Variation of f/f0 with Reynolds
number for different square twisted duct
© 2019 Discovery Publication. All Rights Reserved. www.discoveryjournals.org
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6 (a) Variation of non-dimensional temperature with Reynolds number for different square twisted duct, (b) Variation of
thermal efficiency with Reynolds number for different square twisted duct

5. CONCLUSION
The experimental friction factor and Nusselt number data through square twisted duct have been presented. The thermo hydraulic
performance has been evaluated. Square twisted duct with small twist ratio with large length ratio performs significantly better than
the other tested duct. Also, the performance value is almost more than unity for all the cases in transition region. This research
finding is useful in designing tubes carrying solar thermal air pre heater. Also above Re = 1500 is giving better performance.
Expecting that at higher Reynolds number the performance will be better also.
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